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INTRODUCTION
The aim of this work is to give an explicit, geometrically meaningful
formula for the fundamental solution, and also for the heat kernel, of
second order hypoelliptic differential operators of the form
2= 12 :
n
j=1
X 2j +1st order terms.
We assume that the Xj ’s are left invariant vector fields on a nilpotent Lie
group of dimension n+p and that the Xj ’s and their first brackets generate
the tangent space; i.e., 2 is step 2. Our fundamental solution takes the form
G(x)=|
R p
V({) d{
f (x, {)n2+p&1
,
where f is the action associated to a complex Hamiltonian problem and V
solves a transport equation. Then 2G(x)=$(x).
The case of n even and p=1, i.e., the Heisenberg group, was treated in
[1] and [8]. Reference [1] also treated the problem in a manifold setting
by introducing a suitable pseudodifferential operator calculus. In [2] we
reinterpreted the explicit formulas on Heisenberg groups in terms of a
complex Hamiltonian formalism associated to the symbol of 2. From this
perspective the construction of the fundamental solution on a Heisenberg
manifold amounts to
(i) the solution of Hamilton’s equations, albeit with unusual boundary
conditions, and then
(ii) recursively integrating linear transport equations along the
Hamiltonian trajectories, see [2].
This is analogous to Hadamard’s method for strictly hyperbolic operators,
although the non-standard boundary conditions for our Hamiltonian paths
impose significant technical differences.
Reference [8] used probabilistic methods to obtain fundamental solutions
on the so-called free nilpotent Lie groups; these ideas did not generalize to
the manifold setting. In this article we use the ideas of complex
Hamiltonian mechanics to construct a fundamental solution for 2 on
general 2-step nilpotent Lie groups. These formulas turn out to be simpler
and more intrinsic than those of [8] in the case of free nilpotent Lie
groups; they also extend to manifolds.
We apply these results to invert gb and the  b operator on boundaries
of Siegel upper half spaces of general codimension. Our results are optimal:
when the formula for the fundamental solution is not defined, i.e. the
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integral does not converge, the corresponding gb is not solvable. These
results are intrinsic and do not depend on the embedding in a complex
space as do the results of [10].
The organization of this article follows. We describe the notation and the
general formalism of the fundamental solution, or Green’s function, in
Section 1. In Section 2 we integrate the Hamiltonian equations and find the
associated action and volume element. In Section 3 we obtain an estimate
for the action which justifies our formulas for the Green function and for
the heat kernel in Section 4. Section 5 defines the  b operator and Section 6
inverts gb whenever possible; in fact, we find necessary and sufficient
conditions for the invertability of gb . This also leads to the ‘‘solution’’ of
 b . Finally, we adapt the estimates of [7] and [11] to our more general
2-step groups in Section 7.
This work treats the ‘‘model’’ case for 2-step operators. This is the
analogue of Chapter 2 of [2] which treats the Heisenberg group. The
extension to general 2-step hypoelliptic operators in a manifold setting will
be given elsewhere.
I. STEP TWO HYPOELLIPTIC OPERATORS
1.1. Definition of the Operators
We consider an (n+p)-dimensional space Rn_R p. The coordinates are
denoted x=(x1 , ..., xn) in Rn and t=(t1 , ..., tp) in R p. The roman indices
i, j, k, . . . will vary from 1 to n and the greek indices :, ;, . . . will vary from
1 to p.
We define n vector fields Xj ( j=1, ..., n) by the formulas:
Xj=

xj
+ :
p
:=1
a:jkxk

t:
(1.1)
where the a:jk are real numbers.
The first remark is the following lemma:
Lemma 1. By a change of coordinates, we can always assume that the
matrices (a:jk) j, k are antisymmetric: a
:
jk=&a
:
jk .
Proof. We define new coordinates
x$i=xi
t$:=t:+ 12 :
i, j
b:i, j xixj
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with b:ij symmetric with respect to (i, j ). Then

xi
=

x$i
+:
:, j
b:ijxj

t$:

t:
=

t$:
.
If we choose b:ij=&
1
2 (a
:
ij+a
:
ji ), we see that we reduce the vector fields
(1.1) to a form where the a:jk are antisymmetric with respect to ( j, k).
We shall assume, henceforth, that this reduction has been made so that the
a:jk are antisymmetric with respect to ( j, k) for all :.
We now define the operator
2= 12 :
i
X 2i . (1.2)
It is easy to see that
[Xi , Xj]=2 :
:
a:ji

t:
. (1.3)
Lemma 2. The operator 2 is hypoelliptic if and only if the rectangular
matrix of order (n(n&1)2)_p with element (a:ji)[(i<j), :] is of rank p (which
implies that pn(n&1)2).
Proof. The operator 2 is hypoelliptic when the brackets [Xi , Xj] (and
the Xi ’s) generate the whole tangent space (see [1]). This implies that we
can recover all the t: from the n(n&1)2 relations (1.3). If we consider
a:ij as a matrix with indices :=1, ..., p and the couples (i, j) where i<j, this
means that this matrix should have rank p.
1.2. Nilpotent Lie Groups Associated to the Vector Fields Xi
We shall now show that the vector space Rn_R p can be considered as
a nilpotent Lie group with the Lie algebra generated by the vector fields Xi
and t: . We define a multiplication in Rn_R p by the formula
(x, t) V (x$, t$)=(x", t")
with
xi"=xi+x$i
t":=t:+t$:+:
j, k
a:jkx$jxk .
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It is easy to see that the Xi are left invariant vector fields such that
(Xi f )(x, t)=

x$i
( f b l(x, t))(x$, t$)| x$=0
t$=0
where l(x, t)(x$, t$)=(x, t) V (x$, t$) is the left translation by the element
(x, t). In particular, 2 is a left invariant operator for this group structure.
Let us now denote by G(x, t; x$, t$) the Green function of 2 with pole at
(x$, t$), namely
2x, tG(x, t; x$, t$)=$(x&x$) $(t&t$).
We may use the formula
G(x, t; x$, t$)=G((x$, t$)&1 V (x, t); 0)
because, by left invariance, 2 commutes with left translation
2x, t G((x$, t$)&1 V (x, t); 0)=[(2G(. . .; 0)) b l(x$, t$)&1](x, t)
=($o b l(x$, t$)&1)(x, t)
=$(x&x$) $(t&t$).
In particular, it is sufficient to compute the Green function of pole 0 and
we shall restrict our study now to this case.
1.3. Formal Computation for the Green Function, Generalized Hamilton
Jacobi and Transport Equations
We want to invert the operator 2, namely to solve the equation
2G=$0 (1.4)
where $0 is the Dirac mass at the origin.
We begin with some notations and formal computations.
First of all, we introduce canonically conjugate coordinates !1 , ..., !n ,
%1 , ..., %p and we define the symbols ‘i of the vector fields Xi by
‘i=!i+:
j, :
a:ijxj%: . (1.5)
We also define the Hamiltonian H(x, t, !, %) as the full symbol of 2,
H(x, t, !, %)= 12 :
n
i=1
‘2i # 12 :
n
i=1 \!i+:j, : a
:
ij xj%:+
2
. (1.6)
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If f is any function, we shall denote
H(x, t, {f )#H \x, t, fxi ,
f
t:+
#
1
2
:
n
i=1 \
f
xi
+:
j, :
a:ijxj
f
t:+
2
=
1
2
:
n
i=1
(Xi f )2. (1.7)
Lemma 3. For any functions V, f and any number q, we have the identity
2(Vf &q)=(2V) f &q&qf &q&1 \(2f )V+ :
n
j=1
(Xj f )(Xj V)+
+(&q)(&q&1) f &q&2H({f ). (1.8)
Proof. This is an immediate computation using the formula (1.2).
Now, we shall introduce a set of p parameters {1 , ..., {p (which must not
be confused with the parameters %1 , ..., %p) and we shall assume that f
satisfies the generalized HamiltonJacobi equation
H(x, t, {f )+ :
p
:=1
{:
f
{:
=f. (1.9)
Then, we have the following result:
Lemma 4. Assume that V and f are functions of x, t, { such that f
satisfies the generalized HamiltonJacobi equation (1.9). Then
2(Vf &q)=(2V) f &q&qf &q&1
__(2f&q&1)V+ :
n
j=1
(Xj f )(XjV)+ :
p
:=1

{:
({: V )&
+q :
p
:=1

{:
({:Vf &q&1). (1.10)
We shall now define G by the formula
G (x, t)=|
R p
V
f q
d{1 } } } d{p (1.11)
q=
n
2
+p&1. (1.12)
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We shall also assume that f satisfies the generalized HamiltonJacobi
equation (1.9) and that V satisfies the generalized transport equation
:
p
:=1
{:
V
{:
+ :
n
j=1
(Xj f )(XjV)+\2f&n2+V=0. (1.13)
Lemma 5. Let us assume that f satisfies the HamiltonJacobi equation
(1.9) and that V satisfies the generalized transport equation (1.13).
Moreover, let us assume that
lim
R   ||{|R

{:
({:Vf &q&1) d{=0. (1.14)
Then we have the identity (outside 0)
2G =|
Rp
f &q 2V d{. (1.15)
Proof. This is a direct conseqence of Lemma 4 and formula (1.10).
The purpose of this work is to prove that the Green function is given by the
formula (1.11)
G(x, t)=c |
R p
V
f q
d{1 } } } d{p ,
to integrate explicitly the generalized HamiltonJacobi equation (1.9) and
the generalized transport equation, prove the limit (1.14), and then prove that
2V=0.
Before continuing, let us give a brief sketch of the argument.
(1) First, it is well known that an operator like (1.2) has a
homogeneity degree &2 if one counts the xi ’s as having homogeneity +1
and the t: ’s as having homogeneity +2. Then the $ function has
homogeneity &(n+2p) and G should have homogeneity &(n+2p&2)
(2) We shall prove that it is possible to integrate the generalized
HamiltonJacobi equation (1.9) so that the solution f has homogeneity +2
and the transport equation (1.13) so that V has homogeneity 0. This
implies immediately that q has to be n2+p&1 as we defined in (1.12) so
that G has the correct homogeneity.
(3) We shall integrate explicitly the HamiltonJacobi equation (1.9)
by the method of characteristics. More precisely, for each ({1 , ..., {p) we
shall define a system of bicharacteristics for the Hamiltonian H so that the
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action along this system will be f. f will turn out to be a polynomial of
degree 2 in xi ’s and degree 1 in the t: ’s.
(4) Once f is found, the generalized transport equation will be
integrated. In fact, in Eq. (1.13) 2f will be a function of {: ’s only and we
will choose V independent of the xi ’s and t: ’s so that the equation will
reduce to
:
p
:=1
{:
V
{:
+\2f&n2+ V=0.
As a consequence 2V will be 0 and
2G=0
outside 0.
(5) We shall have to regularize the integral (1.11), giving G by
displacing slightly the contour in the complex {: ’s space. Then, we shall
prove that 2G is the Dirac measure at the origin.
Remarks. Formulas of this type were found for the heat kernels and
Green kernels in [8] for the case of free nilpotent Lie groups and for
Heisenberg groups using probabilistic methods. (From the heat kernel, one
recovers easily the Green function by integrating on the time variable of
the heat kernels.) In the book [1], these formulas were proved in the
Heisenberg group case for the Green and heat kernels.
Here, we avoid group representation techniques (which cannot be
generalized to the inhomogeneous context) and we give a new interpretation
strictly in terms of P.D.E. ( partial differential equations) which can be
generalized to the inhomogeneous context as we have done in [2] for the
case of Heisenberg-type manifolds (where the p is equal to 1).
II. COMPLEX HAMILTONIAN MECHANICS
2.1. Integration of the Generalized Hamiltonian Jacobi Equation: Formal
Results
In this section and the following one, we shall integrate explicitly the
HamiltonJacobi equation (1.9). In fact, we shall work in a more general
context without assuming the explicit form (1.6) for the Hamiltonian. We
start with n+p variables (x, t) and their conjugate variables (!, %) and a
Hamiltonian H(x, t, !, %) which is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 2
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in (!, %) and has analytic coefficients in (x, t). We consider also the
Hamiltonian system
dxi
ds$
=H! i
d!i
ds$
=&Hx i
dt:
ds$
=H%:
d%:
ds$
=&Ht: (2.1)
and denote by
[xi (s$ | x, t, s, {), !i (s$ | x, t, s, {), t:(s$ | x, t, s, {), %:(s$ | x, t, s, {)] (2.2)
the solution of (2.1) satisfying the boundary conditions
{
xi (0 | x, t, s, {)=0
xi (s | x, t, s, {)=xi
t:(s | x, t, s, {)=t:
%:(0 | x, t, s, {)=%o{: ,
(2.3)
where the xi , t: , {: are given and %o is a constant given once for all (it will
be fixed to &i later on). We also assume that this solution exists and is
unique in a certain domain of analyticity of H.
Lemma 6. We have the scaling property
x(s$ | x, t, s, {)=x\ ps$ | x, t, ps, {p+
(2.4)
t(s$ | x, t, s, {)=t \ps$ | x, t, ps, {\+
!(s$ | x, t, s, {)=p! \ps$ | x, t, ps, {p+
%(s$ | x, t, s, {)=p% \ps$ | x, t, ps, {\+
for all p{0 such that the curve on the right-hand side of (2.4) stays in the
domain of unicity of the solution (2.2).
Proof. Call [x~ (s$), t~ (s$), ! , (s$), % (s$)] the functions of s$ in the right-
hand side of (2.4). Then
dx~
ds$
=p
dx
ds \ps$ | x, t, p, s,
{
p+
=pH!(x( ps$), t( ps$), !( ps$), %( ps$)).
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But H! , is homogeneous of degree 1 in !, % so that
dx~
ds$
=H!(x~ , t~ , ! , % ).
In the same way
d!
ds$
=p2
d!
ds \ ps$ | x, t, ps,
{
p+=&p2Hx(x( ps$), t( ps$), !( ps$), %( ps$))
and Hx is homogeneous of degree 2 in !, % so that
d!
ds$
=&H!(x~ , t~ , ! , % ).
This means that the path [x~ , ! , t~ , % ] satisfies the Hamiltonian system
(2.1) and it obviously satisfies the boundary conditions (2.3). From this, we
deduce Lemma 6.
Lemma 7. Let us define a function g(x, t, {, s) by the formula
g(x, t, {, s)=%o :
p
:=1
{:t:(0 | x, t, s, {)+|
s
0
[(!, x* )) +(%, t4 )&H] ds$
(2.5)
where we use in the integral in (2.5) the path (2.2). Then g satisfies the
standard HamiltonJacobi equation
H(x, t, {g)+
g
s
=0 (2.6)
and we have the scaling property
g(x, t, {, s)=pg \x, t, {p, ps+ (2.7)
for all p{0 so that the second member of (2.7) stays in the domain of unicity
of the path (2.2).
Proof. Here { is a parameter. The derivation of the HamiltonJacobi
equation (2.6) was done in [2]. Then we start from formula (2.5). In this
formula, we replace the path [x(s$), t(s$), !(s$), %(s$)] by its value given by
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the second member of (2.4) [x( ps$), t( ps$), p!( ps$), p%( ps$)] and we
remark that
x* (s$)=px* \ps$ | x, t, ps, {p+ .
Then
g(x, t, {, s)=:
:
%o{:t: \0 | x, t, ps, {p++p2 |
s
0
[(!( ps$), x* ( ps$))
+(%( ps$), t4 ( ps$)) &H(x( ps$), t( ps$), !( ps$), %( ps$)] ds$.
Finally we change the variable ps$=s" and we recover formula (2.7).
We are now able to integrate the generalized HamiltonJacobi equation
(1.9).
Lemma 8. Let us define
f (x, t, {)=g(x, t, {, 1). (2.8)
Then f satisfies the generalized HamiltonJacobi equation
H(x, t, {f )+ :
p
:=1
{:
 f
{:
=f. (2.9)
Proof. We start from formula (2.7) which says that
g(x, t, {, s)=
1
s
g(x, t, s{, 1)
=
1
s
f (x, t, s{)
so that
g
s
=&
1
s2
f+
1
s
:
p
:=1
{:
 f
{:
(s, t, s{).
Then we set s=1 in this last equation and in the HamiltonJacobi equation
(2.6) or g to deduce (2.9).
Remark. This section is equivalent to the method of characteristics
applied to Eq. (1.9) but it is flighty more direct than the general theory
because of the particular form of the vector field  {:({:).
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2.2. The Path and the Action
We shall apply the method of the previous section to the equation (1.9)
when the Hamiltonian H is given by the formula (2.1). In this case, we
shall obtain exact results. Let us recall that:
H= 12 :
n
j=1
‘2j
(2.10)
‘j=!j+ :
:, k
a:jkxk %: .
The Hamiltonian system is
dxj
ds
=‘j
d!j
ds
=&:
i, :
‘i a:ij%:
(2.11)
dt:
ds
=:
j, k
a:jkxk ‘j
d%:
ds
=0.
Because of Lemma 8, we have to integrate this system for 0s1 with
the boundary conditions
xj (0)=0 xj (1)=xj
(2.12)
t:(1)=t: %:(0)=%o {:
and we shall choose %o #&i (but we still denote this &i by %o). Let us
define the matrix
0ij ({)=%o :
:
a:ij {: . (2.13)
This is an Hermitian matrix because a:ij is antisymmetric and in vector
notation; we see from (2.10) and (2.11) that
‘=!+0x
dx
ds
=‘
d!
ds
=&t0‘=0‘
(because 0 is antisymmetric) so that
d‘
ds
=20‘
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and the solution satisfying the boundary conditions (2.12) is
x(s)=
e2s0({)&I
e20({)&I
x ‘(s)=
20({) e2s0({)
e20({)&1
x. (2.14)
Lemma 10. The action f (x, t, {) is given by
f (x, t, {)= 12 (0({) coth 0({)x, x)+%o :
p
:=1
t:{: . (2.15)
Proof. We have by Lemma 8
f (x, t, {)=g(x, t, {, s)| s=1= :
p
:=1
%:(0) t:(0)+|
1
0
[(!, x* )+%t4 &H] ds
= :
p
:=1
%o {:t:+|
1
o
[(!, x* ) &H] ds.
Now
(!, x* )&H= 12 (‘, ‘) &(‘, 0x).
Now, the computation is entirely parallel to the computation of [2]
except {0 is replaced by 0({): We have by (2.14) that
(‘, 0x) =‘, 0({) e
2s0({)
e20({)&1
x&‘, 0({)xe20({)&1
=
1
2
(‘, ‘)&20({) e
2s0({)x
e20({)&1
,
0({)x
e20({)&1
so that
(!, x* )&H=20({) e
2s0({)x
e20({)&1
,
0({)x
e20({)&1 .
In this formula we can always replace e2s0({) by its symmetric part
cosh 2s0({) because 0 is antisymmetric so that the integrand is
20({) cosh 2s0({)xe20({)&1 ,
0({)x
e20({)&1
and now we can integrate from s=0 to s=1 to obtain
|
1
0
[(!, x* )&H] ds= 12 (0({) coth 0({)x, x).
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Remark. We can compute f by diagonalization. Let ej ({) be the eigen-
vector of 0({) with eigenvalue |j ({). Then
1
2 (0({) coth 0({)x, x)=
1
2 :
n
j=1
(x, ej ({)) 2 |j ({) coth |j ({)
with the convention x coth x |x=0=1.
2.3. Integration of the Generalized Transport Equation and the Green Function
Formula
The generalized transport equation (1.13) for the function V is defined
by
:
p
:=1
{:
V
{:
+ :
n
j=1
(Xj f )(XjV)+\2f&n2+ V=0.
We note
Lemma 11. The Laplacian of the action is
2f= 12 Tr(0({) coth 0({)). (2.16)
Proof. It is easy to see that
2f= 12 :
n
j=1
X 2j f=
1
2 :
n
j=1
2 f
x2j
= 12 :
n
j=1
(0({) coth 0({)) jj.
Lemma 12. We can take as solution of the generalized transport equation
the function V({) defined by
V({)=
(det 0({))12
(det sinh 0({))12
. (2.17)
Proof. The generalized transport equation (1.13) contains as terms of
order 0 in V the term (2f& 12)V which by (2.16) depends only on {. we can
thus choose for V a function depending only on { and the generalized
transport equation reduces to
:
p
:=1
{:
V
{:
+\12 Tr 0({) coth 0({)&
n
2+ V=0. (2.18)
Let us fix { and define for 0*1
W(*)=V(*{).
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The equation (2.18) reduces to
*
dW
d*
=&
1
2
(Tr 0(*{) coth 0(*{)&n)W.
Define W(*)=*n2w(*) so that
*
dw
d*
=&
1
2
*(Tr 0({) coth *0({))w
(using the fact that 0({) is linear in {) and this can be integrated as
w(*)=
(det 0({)12)
(det sinh *0({))12
.
Then
V({)=W(1)=w(1).
Remark. We can compute V({) by diagonalization: then if ej ({) is the
eigenvector of 0({) with eigenvalue |j ({)
V({)=\ `
n
j=1
|j ({)
sinh |j ({)+
12
with the convention that (xsinh x)|x=0=1.
III. ESTIMATION OF THE ACTION AND
THE VOLUME ELEMENT
3.1. Statement of the Result
The construction of the Green function necessitates certain estimations
from above and from below of the action function and estimation from
above of the volume element.
We shall denote by {^ the unit vector in the direction of { so that
{=|{|{^ 0({)=|{|0({^)
and the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of 0({) are
ej ({)=ej ({^) |j ({)=|{| |j ({^),
and we shall reduce every computation to the unit sphere S p&1 in the
{-space.
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We shall assume the following nondegeneracy hypothesis:
(H) For any {^ on the unit sphere S p&1, 0({^) is non-zero.
Lemma 13. The hypothesis (H) is equivalent to the fact that the [Xi , Xj]
and the Xi generate the tangent space everywhere.
Proof. We use Lemma 2. The hypoellipticity hypothesis is equivalent to
the fact that the rectangular matrix with column indices the couples (i<j),
and with row indices the :, is of maximal rank p. This means that its rows
are linearly independent so that  p:=1{:a
:
ij=0 for all i<j if and only of all
the {: ’s are zero. This is hypothesis (H).
Theorem 1. We assume hypothesis (H) and consider the action function
f (x, t, {)=.(x, {)&i :
p
:=1
{:t:= 12 (0({) coth 0({) x, x)&i :
p
:=1
{:t: .
(3.1)
There exists positive constants C, C$, a positive =o such that for all real {: ,
all 0<=<=o , and all x, t we have the estimation
|Im .(x, {+i=t^)|C= |x| 2 (3.2)
Re .(x, {+i=t^)C$ |x| 2 (3.3)
Re f (x, t, {+i=t^)C$( |x| 2+= |t| ). (3.4)
where t^ denotes the unit vector t|t| if t{0 and 0 if t=0. Finally, there exists
#>0 such that
|V({+i=t^)|C \ |{|sinh # |{|+
12
. (3.5)
The Proof of Theorem 1 will be the subject of this section. The problem
is to obtain an estimation of the analytic function F(0({)) where F(*)=
(sin *)* or * coth * and 0({) is a (non-Hermitian) perturbation of the
Hermitian matrix 0(Re {).
3.2. Projector of a Matrix
Let M be a matrix acting on Cn and 1 a closed contour in the complex
plane that avoids the eigenvalues of M. Then the operator
Q=
1
2i? |1 (*I&M)
&1 d* (3.6)
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is a projector on a certain subspace E/Cn which is stable by M and such
that the restriction of M to E has its eigenvalues inside the contour 1.
In fact we can assume that 1 encloses only one eigenvalue *o of M. Call
EF the direct sum decomposition of Cn arising from a Jordan normal
form, where E is the subspace such that M |E has eigenvalue *o and M |F
has no eigenvalue inside 1. Then
M |E=*o I+N.
where N is a nilpotent matrix.
Now we call e f, e # E, f # F the decomposition of a vector of Cn. It is
clear that (*I&M)&1 f is a holomorphic function of * inside 1 and the
corresponding Cauchy integral is 0:
\|1 (*I&M)&1 d*+ f=0.
Moreover, because N is nilpotent:
|
1
(*I&M )&1 e d*=|
1
((*&*o) I&N)&1 e d*
=|
1
1
*&*o
:
dim E
k=0 \
N
*&*o+
k
e d*=2i?e.
3.3. Perturbation of the Spectral Properties of a Hermitian Matrix
Lemma 14. Let A be a hermitian matrix in Cn, B a matrix in Cn such
that &B&<=.
If * is a complex number such that
dist(*, spect A)>2=
*&(A+B) is invertible and &(*&(A+B))&1&<2.
Proof. Write the inverse of *&A&B as
(*&A&B)&1=(*&A)&1 (I&B(*&A)&1)&1. (3.7)
Because A is Hermitian, we have
&(*&A)&1&
1
dist(*, spect A)
<
1
2=
(3.8)
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and so
&(*&A)&1 B&< 12
which implies the stated result.
Remark. Note that the estimation in Lemma 14 is uniform in A,
because A is Hermitian. If A is not Hermitian, Lemma 14 is not valid. Take
for example in C2 A=( a0
a
a) and B=(
0
=
0
0), then the eigenvalues of A+B
are a\- a= and Lemma 1 is not valid.
Another way to state this is to say that the eigenvalues of A+B (for A
Hermitian) are Lipschitz functions of B uniformly with respect to A.
Now, we consider the spectral projectors of A+B.
Lemma 15. We fix $o>0, n an integer. Then, for all Hermitian matrices
A in Cn with &B&$o , we can find 1mn, m orthogonal projectors
P1 , ..., Pm of A, m projectors Q1 , ..., Qm of A+B, m real numbers
*1< } } } <*m such that
:
m
j=1
Pj=I= :
m
j=1
Qj (3.9)
APj=Pj A (A+B)Qj=Qj (A+B) (3.10)
&Qj&Pj &4n
&B&
$o
(3.11)
&(A+B&*jI ) Qj &cn$o (3.12)
where c is an absolute constant, and we can take either *1=&&A& or
*m=&A&.
Proof. We group the eigenvalues of the Hermitian matrix A in m
successive subsets 41 , ..., 4m so that in each subset 4j two successive eigen-
values of A differ by less than 4$o . As a consequence, two different
successive subsets 4j and 4j+1 are separated by spectral gaps of at least
4$o . We pick up a *j # 4j . Because &A& or &&A& is an eigenvalue of A, *1
or *m can be chosen to be &&A& or +&A& respectively.
We also choose a contour 1j in the complex plane at distance 2$o
from the spectrum of A, enclosing 4j . By Lemma 14, if &B&$o , each
eigenvalue of A+B is contained in one of the 1j .
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We define
Pj=
1
2i? |1 j (*I&A)
&1 d* (3.13)
Qj=
1
2i? |1 j (*I&A&B)
&1 d* (3.14)
The Pj are the usual spectral projectors of the Hermitian matrix A and
 Pj=I because the union of the 1j encloses the spectrum of A. By (3.6),
the Qj are projectors of A+B and again  Qj=I because the whole
spectrum of A+B is contained in the union of the 1j . In particular, (3.9)
and (3.10) hold. Moreover,
&(*I&A)&1&
1
2$o
for * # 1j , (3.15)
and using (3.7) we see that for &B&$o
&(*I&A&B)&1&
1
$o
for * # 1j . (3.16)
We can now compare Pj and Qj : we start with the identity
(*I&A&B)&1&(*I&A)&1=(*I&A&B)&1 B(*I&A)&1
and from (3.15) and (3.16) we deduce
&(*I&A&B)&1&(*I&A)&1&
&B&
2$2o
for * # 1j . (3.17)
We can also choose the 1j so that
length 1j8n?$o (3.18)
(because each 4j contains at most n eigenvalues separated by gaps 4$o
and 1j stays at a distance 2$o from the 4k).
From the definitions (3.13) and (3.14) of Pj and Qj , and from the estimations
(3.17) and (3.18), we deduce easily (3.11)
&Qj&Pj&4n
&B&
$o
.
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Finally, we note that
(*jI&A&B) Qj=
1
2i? |1 j (*j&*)(*I&A&B)
&1 d*.
But |*&*j |4n$o for * in 1j , and because of (3.16) and (3.18)
&(*jI&A&B) Qj&16n $o .
3.4. Analytic Functions of A+B
Let F(*) be an analytic function in the complex plane. We assume that
the hypotheses of Lemma 15 hold.
Lemma 16. With the notations of Lemma 15, we have
F (A+B)= :
m
j=1
F(*j Qj+Rj)= :
m
j=1
F(*jI+Rj) Qj (3.19)
with
&Rj&cn$o
(3.20)
Rj=RjQj .
Proof. We use the facts that Qj=I and that Qj commutes with A+B
(see (3.9), (3.10)) to get
F(A+B)= :
m
j=1
F(A+B)Qj= :
m
j=1
F((A+B)Qj).
But
(A+B)Qj=*j Qj+(A+B&*jI )Qj=*jQj+RjQj
with
Rj=(A+B&*jI )Qj=Rj Qj
and by Lemma 15 and (3.12) &Rj &cn$o .
Lemma 17. There exists positive constants C1 , $1 depending only on n,
such that for all Hermitian matrices A in Cn and all matrices B with
&B&$1 we have
1
C1
sinh &A&
&A&
 } det \sinh(A+B)A+B + }C1 \
sinh &A&
&A& +
n
. (3.21)
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Proof. We take in Lemma 16, F(*)=(sinh **).
Then, because the Qj are disjoint projectors
det \sinh (A+B)A+B += `
m
j=1
det(F(*jQj+Rj | Im Qj). (3.22)
In this product we distinguish between the factors with |*j |1 and
|*j |1.
(1) For |*j |1, we have
F(*j Qj+Rj)=(F(*j)+Uj Rj)Qj
where Uj is uniformly bounded by a constant depending on the maximum
of F $ on the disk of radius 1+cn$o .
In particular for $o small enough, the product of the factors F(*jQj+Rj)
with |*j |1 is bounded above and from below by a constant depending
only on F, n, $o .
(2) Consider now a factor in (3.22) with |*j |1.
For such a factor restricted to Im Qj , we have
sinh(*j+Rj)| Im Qj=sinh *j[cosh Rj+coth *jsinh Rj]| Im Q j
=sinh *j[1+Kj Rj]| Im Qj ,
where Kj is an operator which is uniformly bounded, provided $o1, by
a constant C,
&Kj &C,
independently of the choice of *j real with |*j |1.
Now, choose $o so that &KjRj& 12.
This shows that there exist two constants C$, C" independent of *j for
|*j |1, so that
C$|det F(*j+Rj)| Im Qj |C" \sinh *j*j +
dim Qj
C" \sinh &A&&A& +
dim Qj
. (3.23)
Moreover, at least one of the *1 or *m is \&A& (see the statement of
Lemma 15), so that when &A&>1 (the case &A&1 being already done
just above) the corresponding factor (for *m say) satisfies:
|det(F(*m+Rm)| Im Qj)|C
sinh &A&
&A&
. (3.24)
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From (3.22), (3.23), and (3.24) and the estimation of the factors in (3.22)
with |*j |1 (done above), we deduce
C&11
sinh &A&
&A&
 } det \sinh(A+B)A+B + }C1 \
sinh &A&
&A& + .
Lemma 18. There exist positive constants C2 , $2 depending only on n, so
that for every matrix B with &B&<$2 and every hermitian matrix A, we have
IC2Re[(A+B) coth(A+B)] (3.25)
&C2&B& Re[(A+B) coth(A+B)]Im[(A+B) coth(A+B)]
C2 &B& Re[(A+B) coth(A+B)]. (3.26)
Proof. (1) We apply again Lemma 16 with F(*)=* coth *, which is
holomorphic in the strip |Im *|<?, to deduce
F(A+B)= :
m
j=1
Qj F(*jI+Rj) Qj . (3.27)
Now, we have obviously
F(*j I+Rj)=F(*j)I+|
1
0
F $(*jI+=Rj) R d=
with
F $(*)=
cosh * sinh *&*
sinh2 *
F $(*) is uniformly bounded in a strip |Im *|<a provided that a<?. In
particular, we can rewrite F(*jI+Rj ) as
F(*j I+Rj)=F(*j)+KjRj (3.28)
with
Kj=|
1
0
F $(*jI+=Rj) d=
so that
&Kj &C (3.29)
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where C is a universal constant (provided &Rj& and so $o are small
enough).
(2) We can now prove (3.25). We have, from (3.27),
2 Re F(A+B)= :
m
j=1
(Qj F(*jI+Rj ) Qj+Qj*F(*jI+Rj*) Qj*)
and from (3.28)
2 Re F(A+B)= :
m
j=1
F(*j)(Qj+Qj*)+ :
m
j=1
(QjKj RjQj+Qj*Rj*Kj*Qj*).
(3.30)
Now, we note from Lemma 15, (3.11) that
&Qj &&Qj&Pj&+&Pj &
4n &B&
$o
+1
3
2
(3.31)
provided &B&$$2 #$on, and also that
&Qj&Qj*&2 &Qj&Pj&
8n &B&
$o
<
1
2
(3.32)
again for &B&$2 #$o16n.
From these last two estimates, we deduce that
3
2IQj+Qj*3I (3.33)
on Qj (Cn)+Qj*(Cn) and then, coming back to (3.30) and using (3.31),
(3.29), and (3.20) we deduce that
2 Re F(A+B)C
provided $o is small enough (F(*)1 for * real).
(3) We turn now to (3.26). Coming back to the formula (3.13) and
(3.14) for Pj and Qj , we have
F(A+B) Qj&F(A) Pj=
1
2i? |1 j F(*)[(*I&A&B)
&1&(*I&A)&1] d*.
(3.34)
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On 1j , |*||*j+4n?$o | so that using (3.17), (3.18)
&F(A+B) Qj&F(A) Pj &|*j+4n?$o |
&B&
2$2o
4n?$o
2?
(|*j |+1)
n &B&
$o
F(*j)
n &B&
$o
provided $o is less than (4n?)&1.
But F(A)Pj is Hermitian, so that
Im F(A+B) Qj=Im(F(A+B) Qj&F(A) Pj)
and
&Im F(A+B) Qj &F(*j)
n &B&
$o
. (3.35)
Moreover, Im(F(A+B) Qj) is supported by Qj (Cn)+Qj*(Cn) and a
comparison of (3.25) with (3.30) yields (3.26).
3.5. Proof of Theorem 1
We apply the results of the preceding sections to the following situation
A=0({o) for a {o # R p
(3.36)
B=0(’) for ’ # C p
(recall here that 0ij ({)=%o  a:ij{: ; see (2.13)).
We also recall the notations
V({)=\det 0({)sinh (0({))+
12
.(x, {)=
1
2
(0({) coth 0({)x, x).
Lemma 17. The functions V({) and .(x, {) are holomorphic in the strip
|Im {|<$ in C p. Moreover, there exists C>0 with
|V({)|C \ = |{|sinh = |{|+
12
(3.37)
Re .(x, =)C |x| 2 (3.38)
|Im .(x, {)|C |Im {| Re .(x, {). (3.39)
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Here ==inf[(&0({)&; { # R p, |{|=1].
Moreover, the derivatives satisfy
|:t V({)|C: \ =|{|sinh =|{|+
12
|:{ .(x, {)|C: Re .(x, {)
for all multi-indices :=(:1 , ..., :p).
Proof. For { complex, {={o+’ where {o is real and ’ is complex, we
have
0({)=A+B (notations of (3.36)).
Let us fix {o . Then by (3.22), V({) is the product of m factors which are
holomorphic functions of ’ with |’|<$ ($ independent of A, and so of {o).
By (3.27), .(x, {) is the sum of m factors, holomorphic functions of ’ again
with |’|<$ ($ independent of A, x, {o). Clearly, .(x, {) and V({) are
holomorphic functions of { in |Im {|<$. Now, we take {={$+i{", with
{$, {" in R p, |{"|<$, and A=0({$), B=i0({"). Then by (3.25) and (3.26)
we obtain immediately (3.38) and (3.39). By the lower inequality of (3.21),
we obtain (3.27).
Finally, the Cauchy formula for derivatives of holomorphic functions
gives the estimation of the derivatives of . and V.
End of Proof of Theorem 1. Estimations (3.2), (3.3), and (3.5) follow
directly from Lemma 17. Estimation (3.4) follows from the fact that, by
definition of f,
f (x, t, {+i=t^)=.(x, {+i=t^)+= |t|.
IV. THE GREEN FUNCTION AND THE HEAT KERNEL
4.1. An Integral Formula for the Green Function
We recall here the definition of the action f (x, t, {) in Eq. (2.15)
f (x, t, {)= 12 (0({) coth 0({)x, x) +%o :
p
:=1
t:{:
and of the volume element Eq.(2.17)
V({)=\ det 0({)det sinh 0({)+
12
.
We shall also assume that hypothesis (H) of Section (3.1) holds.
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We can then prove the following partial result:
Lemma 18. Under the hypothesis (H), if x is a non-zero vector in Rn, the
integral
G (x, t)=|
Rp
V({)
( f (x, t, {)q)
d{
q=
n
2
+p&1 (4.1)
is absolutely convergent and we have for x{0
2G =0.
Proof. We note that V({) and f (x, t, {) are smooth at {=0, so that
there is no problem of convergence there.
We use
1
2 (0({) coth 0({)x, x) =
1
2 :
n
j=1
(x, ej ({)) 2 |j ({) coth |j ({)
 12 :
n
j=1
(x, ej ({)) 2= 12 |x|
2
so that
| f | 12 |x|
2. (4.2)
Moreover, we know that for s real
sinh s
s
1
so that for any Hermitian matrix A
det \sinh AA +
sinh &A&
&A&
. (4.3)
From (4.3), applied to A=0({) and the definition (2.17) of V
V({)C \ |{|sinh |{|+
12
(4.4)
and the integral (4.1) is absolutely convergent.
Now, we use Lemma 5. Because f satisfies the generalized Hamilton
Jacobi equation (1.9), V satisfies the generalized transport equation (1.13),
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and 2V=0 (because V is independent of x, t), we have 2G =0 (formula
(1.14) follows from the estimations (4.2) and (4.4)).
4.2. Change of Contour
The argument of Lemma 18 is not valid for x=0, and in fact in this case
the integral (4.1) is divergent because the denominator of the integrand
contains &i  p:=1 t:{: which is 0 along a hyperplane of R
p. We shall treat
the case x=0 by changing contour by adding a small imaginary part to the
{: ’s. We shall prove that for x{0 we can change the contour in (4.1) and
when x will be 0 the integral (4.1) will still be convergent on the new contour.
To do this, we need the estimation from below of f and an estimation of
V as in Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. We still assume the hypothesis (H).
For x{0, the integral G (x, t) defined in (4.1) is given by
G (x, t)=|
{ # R p
V({+i=t^)
( f (x, t, {+i=t^))q
d{ (4.5)
for 0<=<=o sufficiently small.
Moreover the integral (4.5) still makes sense for x=0 and t{0, so
that the function G(x, t) is defined except at x=0 and t=0, is real analytic
outside (0, 0), and satisfies
2G =0 for (x, t){(0, 0). (4.6)
Proof. Let us consider in the complex space C p the set DR, = defined as
DR, ==[‘={+i\t^ : { # R p, |{|<R, 0<\<=].
Let us also fix |x|{0.
Because of Theorem 1, the differential form |=(V(%)f (x, t, %)q) d‘ is a
homomorphic form of type ( p, 0) in DR, = and its differential is 0, so that
by Stokes’s theorem
|
DR, =
|=0. (4.7)
Now, the boundary of DR, = is composed of three parts
(i) the set [{ # R p|{|<R] which is such that
lim
R   ||t|<R
V({)
( f (x, t, {))q
d{=G(x, t) (4.8)
because the integral (4.1) is absolutely convergent
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(ii) the set [{+i=t^|{|<R].
But the integral
|
{ # Rp
V({+i=t^)
( f (x, t, {+i=t^))q
d{ (4.9)
is absolutely convergent because of Theorem 1.
(iii) The last part of DR, = is the set
SR, ==[{+i\t^ : |{|=R, 0<\<=].
But, we have, denoting ‘={+i\t^,
lim
R   |S R , =
V({+i\t^)
( f (x, t, {+i\t^))q
d‘=0 (4.10)
because of (3.1) and (3.5) of Theorem 1.
From formulas (4.7)(4.9) we deduce immediately that for x{0, G (x, t)
is given by the integral (4.6) on the shifted contour. Moreover, this integral
is also convergent for x=0, t{0 (again by Theorem 1, formulas (3.4),
(3.5)).
4.3. Computation of the Green Kernel
Theorem 3. The Green kernel G(x, t) of the operator 2 is given by the
formula
G(x, t)=&
1 (q)
(2?)q+1 |R p
V({+i=t^)
( f (x, t, {+i=t^))q
d{. (4.11)
Proof. The thing which remains to be proved is that
2G=$.
We proceed by a regularization argument. For any R>0, let us define
G R(x, t)=
1
1 (q) |Rp d{ V({+i=t^) |
R
0
uq&1e&uf du. (4.12)
Now, G R is C everywhere and for (x, t) not 0, we have
lim
R  
G R=G . (4.13)
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We have, using Theorem 1,
|G R(x, t)|C |
R p
d{ |

0 \
{
sinh #|{|+
12
exp(&u( |x| 2+|t| )C$) uq&1 du
C( |x| 2+|t| )&q.
But the function ( |x| 2+|t| )&q is L1loc (recall q=n2+p&1), so that by
dominated convergence we have
lim
R  
G R(x, t)=G (x, t) in L1loc .
Now, we compute 2G R . We do this for x{0 for which we can use the
contour R p.
We have to compute 2(Ve&uf). But V is independent of (x, t) so that
2(Ve&uf)=&uV2( f ) e&uf+u2H({f ) Ve&uf.
Now
H({f )=f& :
p
:=1
{:
f
{:
,
so that
2(Ve&uf)=u2e&uffV&ue&uf \ :
p
:=1

{:
({:V)+V2f++u :
p
:=1

{:
({:e&ufV).
(4.14)
Now
|
R
0
uq+1e&uff du=&Rq+1e&Rf+(q+1) |
R
0
uqe&uf du
so that
|
R p
d{ |
R
0
uq&1e&ufu2fV du=&Rq+1 |
R p
Ve&Rf d{
+(q+1) |
R
0
uq du | d{ e&ufV (4.15)
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so that using (4.14) and (4.15) in the computation of 2G R from formula
(4.12), we obtain
2G R=&
1
1 (q) |
R
0
uq du |
Rp
d{ e&uf _ :
p
:=1
({: V)
{:
+(2f&q&1)V&
&
Rq+1
1 (q) |R p Ve
&Rf d{.
The first term in this last equality is 0, because V satisfies the generalized
transport equation under the form (2.18)
:
p
:=1
{:
V
{:
+\2f&n2+ V=0
(recall q=n2+p&1) so that for x{0
2G R=&
Rq+1
1 (q) |R p V({) e
&Rf (x, t, {) d{. (4.16)
But, we can also change contour in this formula so that for x{0
2G R=&
Rq+1
1 (q) |R p V({+i=t^) e
&Rf (x, t, {+i=t^) d{ (4.17)
and because G R is C everywhere, this formula gives the value of 2G R at
every point where the integral is convergent, so that 2G R is equal to the
right-hand side of (4.17) everywhere and to the right-hand side of (4.16)
almost everywhere. Moreover, for (x, t) in a compact set K such that K
does not contain 0,
Re f (x, t, {+i=t^)\>0
so that 2G R converges uniformly to 0 when R   on compact sets of
Rn_R p disjoint from (0, 0).
Now we compute the L1 norm of the right-hand side of (4.17) or, what
is the same, of the right-hand side of (4.16) (because they are equal almost
everywhere). We have to compute the integral
I#&
Rq+1
1 (q) |Rn dx |Rp dt | V({) e
&R(.(x, t)&i{t) d{.
The integral in dt gives R&p(2?) p $({). But
.| t=0= 12 |x|
2
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and  dx e&(R2)|x| 2=(2?R)n2 so that, because q=n2+p&1,
I=&
(2?)q+1
1 (q)
.
Finally we have proved that 2G R tends to 0 uniformly on compact sets
of Rn_R p disjoint from (0, 0) with a constant integral over Rn_R p. This
means that when R  ,
2G R  &
(2?)q+1
1 (q)
$0 .
But because G R tends to G in L1loc , we have
2G R  2G
in the distribution sense, so that
2G =&
(2?)q+1
1 (q)
$0 .
4.4. The Heat kernel of 2
We introduce a time parameter u0 and we consider the fundamental
solution of the heat equation associated to 2, P(x, t, u) defined by
\ u&2+ P(x, t, u)=0 for u>0 (4.18)
lim
u  0+
P(x, t, u)=$(x)$(t).
Theorem 4. The kernel P(x, t, u) is given by the integral formula
P(x, t, u)=
1
(2?u)q+1 |Rp V({) e
&(1u) f d{ (4.19)
always with q=n2+p&1.
Proof. First we compute the action of the heat operator 2&u on the
integrand. Because V does not depend on anything except {, we have
\2& u+\
1
uq+1
V({) e&(1u) f+=Ve
&(1u) f
uq+3
[H(x, t, { f )&f ]
+
Ve&(1u) f
uq+2
[q+1&2f ].
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Now the first term is
Ve&(1u) f
uq+3
[H(x, t, {f )&f ]=&
Ve&(1u) f
uq+3
:
p
:=1
{:
 f
{:
=
V
uq+2
:
p
:=1
{:
(e&(1u) f
{:
=
1
uq+2
:
p
:=1

{: \{:Ve&(1u) f+
&
e&(1u) f
uq+2
:
p
:=1

{:
({: V)
so that
\2& u+\
V({) e&(1u) f
uq+1 +=
1
uq+2
:
p
:=1

{: \{: Ve&(1u) f+
&
e&(1u) f
uq+2 _ :
p
:=1
{:
V
{:
+\2f&n2+V&
=
1
uq+2
:
p
:=1

{: \{: Ve&(1u) f+
because V satisfies the generalized transport equation (1.13) (and is
independent of x, t). But now,
|
R p
d{

{: \{: Ve&(1u) f+=0
because
lim
|{|  
{:Ve&(1u) f=0.
The reason is that Re f0 and V decays exponentially in |{|. This means
that for u{0,
\2& u+ P(x, t, u)=0.
Moreover, it is easy to obtain
|

0
du P(x, t, u)=&G(x, t)
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from which we recover that
\2& u+ P(x, t, u)=$(x) $(t) $(u).
4.5. An Example: The Free Nilpotent Lie Group N3, 2
We shall illustrate the preceeding formalism, on the example of the free
nilpotent Lie group N3, 2 of step 2.
(a) The free step 2 nilpotent group Nn, 2
The free step 2 nilpotent Lie algebra is generated by n+n(n&1)2 vector
fields Xi , tij for i<j such that [Xi , Xj]=tij .
This case was studied in [8, Sect. 4]. We found there
Xi=

xi
+
1
2 \ :k<i xk

tki
& :
k>i
xk

tik+ .
The index : of the t: variables (as defined in Section 1) is identified to
an ordered couple :=(i, j) where 1i<jn and : runs from 1 to
p=n(n&1)2. In the notation of Section 1, we see that
a (i, k)j, l =
1
2 (&$ij$kl+$il$kj)
for i<k.
Then the matrix a(i, k) is the n_n antisymmetric matrix which has &12 for
its element (i, k) above the diagonal, 12 for its element (k, i), and 0
everywhere else.
Then the matrix 0({) is
0({)=%o :
i<k
{ik a(i, k)
so that 0({) is the antisymmetric matrix
(0({)) i, k=&
{ik
2
%o (%o #&i). (4.20)
This means that 0({) is the most general purely imaginary antisymmetric
matrix.
The results of [8, Section 4 give the heat kernel and Green kernel of the
operator 2 using the probabilistic method in the form that we have here.
The various integral formulas for the Green kernels and heat kernels
become integrals over the set of antisymmetric matrices.
In particular, we see that if n is odd, one of the eigenvalues of 0({) is
necessarily 0, but the hypothesis (H) is obviously fulfilled.
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(b) It is easy to see that the free nilpotent Lie group N3, 2 is
generated by three vector fields X1 , X2 , X3 together with their three brackets.
The variables are x1 , x2 , x3 , t1 , t2 , t3 and
X1=

x1
&2x2

t3
+2x3

t2
X2=

x2
+2x1

t3
&2x3

t1
X3=

x3
&2x1

t2
+2x2

t3
or in abbreviation,
X=

x
+2

t
7 x.
As usual
2= 12 :
3
i=1
X 2i
(c) We can write easily the bicharacteristic system for the associated
hamiltonian
dx
ds
=!
d!
ds
=4x |{| 2&4{(x{)
(in three-dimensional vector notations).
From this, we conclude
d 2(x{)
ds2
=
d(!{)
ds
=0
or x{=as (for the bicharacteristic starting at x=0). Then
d 2x
ds2
=4x |{| 2&4{ as
or
x(s)={
as
|{| 2
+u sinh(2| { |s)
where u is orthogonal to {.
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We determine the constants a and u (orthogonal to {) such that at
s=1, x(1)=x,
a=x{
u=\x&{({x)|{| 2 +
1
sinh2 |{|
.
The action is
.=
1
2
(x{)2
|{| 2
+|{|(coth 2 |{| ) \ |x| 2&(x{)
2
|{| 2 + .
(d) The volume element is
V=\deti, j !j(0)xi +
12
.
But
!j (0)=
dxj
ds
(0)={j
x{
|{| 2
+
2 |{|
sinh2 |{| \xj&{j
x{
|{| 2+
so that
V=
2{
sinh 2 |{|
.
(e) Here n2+p&1=72, so that the Green function of pole 0 is
G(x, t)=&
1 (72)
(2?)72 |R 3 d{
2 |{|
sinh 2 |{|
\12
(x{)2
|{| 2
+|{| coth 2 |{| \ |x| 2&(x{)
2
|{| 2 +&i{t+
72
at least for |x+t|{0, and when |x|=0 we change contour as before.
V. THE TANGENTIAL CAUCHYRIEMANN COMPLEX ON
BOUNDARIES OF SIEGEL UPPER HALF SPACES
5.1. The Boundaries of Siegel Upper Half Spaces
We shall denote by z=(z1 , ..., zn) and w=(w1 , ..., wp) the coordinates of
the space Cn_C p. The latin indices will vary from 1 to n and the greek
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indices will vary from 1 to p. We consider the manifold Mb in Cn_C p
defined by the equations
\:=0 :=1, ..., p (Mb)
where
\:(z, w)=
w:&w :
2i
&:
i, j
b:i, j ziz j (5.1)
where b:i, j is, for each :, a Hermitian (n, n) matrix.
The complex tangent vectors fields on Mb are the linear combinations of
zi and w: which give 0 when applied to the functions \ . They are
Zi=

zi
+2i :
j, ;
b;i, j z j

;
. (5.2)
A function f on Mb is a function of the (zi , z i , t:) where t:=Re w: . On
such a function f (z, t) the w; and w; become 12 (t;). Note that the
zi and the t: give global coordinates on Mb .
Note also that if f is any function on Cn_C p and *: are any functions,
then
Zi \ f+:: *:\:+}Mb=Zif | M b .
It is also useful to write the real and imaginary parts of the Zk
Zk=
1
2
(Xk&iYk)
Xi=

xi
+2 :
j, ;
(Re b;ij yj&Im b
;
ij xj)

t;
(5.3)
Yi=

yi
&2 :
j, ;
(Re b;ij xj+Im b
;
ij yj)

t;
and Re b;ij is a symmetric n_n matrix, while Im b
;
ij is an antisymmetric
n_n matrix.
5.2. The  b Complex Br, q
(a) First definition
Br, q will be defined as in [5]. A germ of a form of the class Br, q is a
germ of form of type (r, q) in Cn_C p modulo the ideal generated by the
functions \: and the forms  \: . One obtains immediately a complex, called
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the tangential  complex, by noting that the usual  operator maps Br, q
into Br, q+1. We call  b the induced complex.
Let us start with a form of type (r, q) in Cn_C p
?= :
I, J, k
?I, J, K |I 7dz J 7dw K.
Here all multi-indices are ordered by definition (and the roman indices
precede the greek indices in a given type), |I |=r, |I is a form which is an
exterior product of the dzj and dw: , and
J and K are ordered multi-indices
J=[ j1< } } } <jl] js # [1, ..., n]
K=[k1< } } } <kr] ks # [1, ..., p]
and |J |+|K|#l+r=q. This defines an element of Br, q and we can also
define a canonical representative in its class modulo the ideal generated by
the \: and  \: in the following way
(i) one restricts the functions ?I, J, K to Mb
(ii) one replaces dw : by
dw :=&2i :
i, j
b:ij zi dz j (5.4)
(which expresses the fact that  \:=0). Then, one obtains a form ?~
?~ = :
|I |=r
|J |=q
?~ I, J|I 7 dz J (5.5)
where ?~ I, J are functions of the coordinates (z, t) on Mb and which will be
called the canonical representative of ? in its equivalence class.
Conversely, a form ?~ as in (5.5) generates an element of Br, q, so that
each element of Br, q can be uniquely identified to a form given by ?~ with
?~ I, J functions of (z, t).
Henceforth, we shall identify Br, q with the set of forms given by (5.5) with
?~ I, J independent of (z, t).
Lemma 19. With the preceding realization of Br, q, we have for any form
?~ # Br, q as in Eq. (5.5)
 b ?~ =(&1)r :
I, J
(Z j?~ I, J) |I 7 dzI 7 dz J. (5.6)
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Proof. To compute  b , we take  ?~ which is a (r, q+1)-form in Cn_C p
and take its representative in Br, q+1, which means that we replace dw : by
(5.4). We obtain
 ?~ =:
I, J {:j
?~ I, J
z j
dz j+:
:
1
2
?~ I, J
t:
dw :=7 |I 7 dz J.
Thus the representative of  ?~ the form of Eq. (5.5) is
 b ?~ =(&1)r : (Z j?~ I, J) |I 7 dz j 7 dz J
with
Z j=

z j
&i : b ;jkzk

t;
. (5.7)
(b) Second realization of Br, q
Let S be the complex tangent space to Mb : it is a subbundle of the
tangent bundle, generated by the Zj . Then Br, q is the set of sections in Mb
of 4r(T*1, 0(Cn_C p))4qS *.
Now S * is generated by the dz j, while T*1, 0(Cn_C p) is generated by the
dzj and d|:.
In this definition, a form ? is simply
?=:
I, J
?IJ|I 7 dz J (5.8)
where |I |= p, |J |=q, |I is an exterior product of indices j and : (and all
multi-indices are ordered) and the ?I, J are functions on Mb , so that they
are functions of (z, z , t).
We note also that the two definitions of the complex are equivalent. In
fact, if we start with a form ? as in the first definition of Br, q and if we
associate its canonical representative ?~ as in (5.5), ?~ is then of the type of
Eq. (5.8) and so defines an element in the second realization of Br, q. This
application is clearly a bijection.
(c) Recapitulation
We identify Br, q to the set of forms
?=:
I, J
?IJ|I 7 dz J. (5.9)
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We call =KjJ the symbol which is
(1) =KjJ=0 if K{[ j] _ J as unordered sets
(2) =KjJ is the signature of the permutation reordering [k, J] into K
(all multi-indices are, by convention, ordered). Then
 b ?=(&1)r :
I, k, J, K
=KkJ(Z k?IJ) |
I 7 dz K. (5.10)
(d) Scalar product
We define the scalar product of two (r, q) forms of type Br, q by
(? | ?$)=:
I, J
|
M b
? IJ ?$I J dv (5.11)
where dv is the volume element
dv=`
j
i
2
dzj dz j `
:
dt: .
5.3. Adjoint Ob and Operator gb
(a) Adjoint of  b
The operator Ob is the formal adjoint of  b , so
(Ob?|?$)=(?| b ?$) (5.12)
for ? # Br, q, ?$ # Br, q&1.
We have immediately
Lemma 20. For ? of type Br, q, we have
(Ob ?)IJ=(&1)r+1 :
k, K
=KkJZk ?IK (5.13)
Zk=

zk
+i : b;kjz j

t;
(5.14)
(b) Definition of gb For ? # Br, q, we define (as usual)
gb?=&( bOb+Ob  b)?.
Lemma 21. We have
(gb?)IJ=: =JkK=
L
lK Z kZl?IL+: =
M
lJ =
M
kLZlZ k?IL , (5.15)
where the summation is on all indices and ordered multi-indices (except I, J).
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Proof. For |I |=r, |J |=q, we compute successively
( bOb ?)IJ=(&1)r : =JkK Z k(Ob ?)IK
so that this is the opposite of the first term in the second member of
Eq. (5.15). Moreover,
(Ob b ?)IJ=(&1)r&1 : =LlK Zl( b ?)IL
and this given the opposite term of the second member of Eq. (5.15).
(c) Other expressions for gb
Lemma 22. We have for ? of type (r, q)
(gb?)IJ= 12 :
k
(ZkZ k+Z k Zk) ?IJ
&12:
k
[Z k , Zk] ?IJ+ :
k # J
[Z k , Zk]?IJ
+ :
l  J
j # J
=JjK=
L
lK[Z j , Zl]?IL . (5.16)
Proof. We start with Eq. (5.15) and consider first in both terms of the
second member the case J=L. Then the contribution of these terms can
only be
:
k # J
Z k Zk ?IJ+ :
k  J
Zk Z k ?IJ
which can be rewritten as
1
2 :
k
(Z kZk+Zk Z k) ?IJ+ 12 \ :k # J [Z k , Zk]& :k  J [Z k , Zk]+ ?IJ .
This is exactly the diagonal term of gb . Then, we consider in Eq. (5.15)
the case L  J. Let us write J=[ j1 , ..., jq] (ordered). The non-vanishing
contribution of the = symbols in (5.15) can be given only by
L=[(J"[ jr]) _ l] l  J
(and L reordered, which is indicated by the sign [ } } } ]).
The first term in Eq. (5.15) with ?IL is then
=JjrK =
L
lK Z jrZl?IL K#J"[ jr].
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The second term in Eq. (5.15) with ?IL is
=Mjr L =
M
lJZlZ jr ?IL M=[J _ [l]].
A detailed inspection proves that the contributions of the = in these two
terms are opposite, so that the terms in ?IL(L  J) in (5.15) are
=JjrK =
L
lK[Z jr , Zl]?IL .
This is the last term of the second member of Eq. (5.16).
5.4. The Bracket Terms in gb
Let us consider the operator gb and define
2= 12 :
n
j=1
(X 2j +Y
2
j )= :
n
j=1
(ZjZ j+Z jZj) (5.17)
so that 2gb can be written as a matrix operator
2gb=2 Id+i :
;
B;q

t;
(5.18)
because the brackets [Z jr , Zk] are linear combinations of the t; . Here
Id and B;q are matrices with elements indexed by couples (J, L) of multi-
indices of length q (we realize that the multi-index I is unimportant,
because it is never changed). Bq depends also on q.
Lemma 23. For a vector ?J indexed by the ordered multi-indices J of
length q we have
(B;q ?)J=\2 :k # J b
;
kk&2 :
k  J
b;kk+ ?J+4 :
l  J
j # J
=JjK=
L
lK b
;
lj ?L . (5.19)
Proof. This is direct consequence of Eq. (5.16) and of the expression
[Z j , Zk]=2i :
;
b;kj

t;
(see Eq. 5.14).
Lemma 24. Let bjk be a Hermitian n_n matrix with eigenvalues
*k(1kn). Then the eigenvalues of Bq constructed with bjk as in (5.19) are
the numbers
+J #2 \ :k # J *k& :k  J *k+ . (5.20)
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Proof. We consider bjk as a linear mapping on a basis ej of Cn. Then
Bq induces a linear mapping on the exterior product 4qCn with the basis
eJ#4j # J ej . Let (ej) be a basis of eigenvectors of bjk . Then eJ is the basis
of eigenvectors of Bq with the eigenvalues +J given by Eq. (5.20) because
of formula (5.19).
VI. THE GREEN FUNCTION OF gB AND THE SOLUTION
OF THE  B -COMPLEX
6.1. The Green Function of Certain Systems
We have seen in Lemma 22 (see also (5.18)) that the operator 2gb can
be written as an operator of the type
L=2 Id+i :
;
B;

t;
, (6.1)
where Id is an N_N matrix and the B; are N_N constant Hermitian
matrices. We want to find the inverse of L under the general form
GL=|
Rp
V
f n2+p&1
d{ (6.2)
for a certain function V which will be an N_N matrix depending only
on {.
Theorem 5. Let L be a system of type (6.1), f (x, t, {) the action function
defined in (2.15), and V({) the volume element defined in (2.17). We call
B({)=:
;
{; B; (6.3)
Then, the inverse of L is given by
GL(z, t)=&
1 (n2+p&1)
(2?)n2+p |R p
V({+i=t^)
f (z, t, {+i=t^)n2+p&1
exp(&B({+i=t^)) d{
(6.4)
provided that the integral is absolutely convergent. Here t^ is the unit vector
of t and = is a small positive number.
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Proof. We start with the tentative formula (6.2) and we compute
L(Vf n2+p&1). The calculation is formally the same as the one done in
Section 1.2, Lemmas 3 and 4, except that formula (1.10) is replaced by
L \Vf q+=
2V
f q
&
q
f q+1 _B({) V+(2f&q&1)U
+ :
n
j=1
(Xj f )(XjV)+ :
p
:=1

{:
({:V)&+q :
p
:=1

{: \{:
V
f q+ . (6.5)
We now impose that V satisfies the transport equation
:
p
:=1
{:
V
{:
+ :
n
j=1
(Xjf )(XjV)+\2f&n2+ V+B({)V=0 (6.6)
and we look for a matrix V which is independent of the (x, t) variables
and depends only on {. It is easy to see that a solution of Eq. (6.6) is
V ({)=V({) exp(&B({)). (6.7)
Then 2V=0 and by Eq. (6.5), L(Vf q) reduces to a total derivative
with respect to the {: ’s. Provided the integral (6.2) is absolutely
convergent, we obtain the inverse as in Eq. (6.2) when |z|{0. Then, as in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3, the change of contour gives the general case if
|z|+|t|{0.
6.2. Convergence of the Integral Gb for gb
(a) Definition of the numbers q=({^)
We consider now a fixed unit vector {^ in the unit sphere Sp&1 of R p.
When p=1, the unit sphere is taken to be [&1, +1]. We define the
Hermitian matrix
b({^)=:
;
{^;b; (6.8)
and we denote by *1({^) } } } *n({^) its eigenvalues. Then we call
q&({^)=the number of negative eigenvalues of b({^)
q0({^)=the number of eigenvalues equal to 0 of b({^)
q+({^)=the number of positive eigenvalues of b({^).
(b) Definition of 0({^), f, and V for the gb case
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In Eq. (6.1), specialized to the case of gb , we see that the operator 2 is
given by Eq. (5.17)
2= 12 :
n
j=1
(X 2j +Y
2
j ).
The real vector fields Xi , Yi are given by Eq. (5.3) so that, in the notations
of Section 1.1, Eq. (1.1), the matrix a:ij is a 2n_2n matrix which is
(a:ij )=2 \&Im b
:
&Re b:
Re b:
&Im b:+
(with the convention xi+n=yi for i=1, ..., n) and a: is an antisymmetric
matrix because b: is Hermitian. Then 0({)=&i : a:{: is Hermitian with
the eigenvalues a 2*1({), ..., 2*n({), each of them counted twice. In
particular,
f (x, t, {)=
1
2
(0({) coth 0({) x, x)&i :
p
:=1
t:{:
0({)=&i :
p
:=1
a:{:
V({)=\ det 0({)det sinh 0({)+
12
= `
n
k=1 \
2*k({)
sinh 2*k(=)+
(see Eqs. (2.15) and (2.17)).
(c) Convergence of the integral for a fixed {^
We specialize the result of Theorem 5 to the case of the operator gb on
the forms of type B0, q. In Eq. (6.1) we must use the matrices B;q whose
explicit expressions are given by Lemma 23 of Section 5.4.
Lemma 25. We fix q and {^ in S p&1. Then, the radial integral in formula
(6.4)
|

0
V({+i=t^)
( f (z, t, {+i=t^))n+p&1
exp(&Bq({+i=t^))|{| p&1d |{| (6.9)
is absolutely convergent for |z|+|t|{0 provided that
q<q&({^) or q>q&({^)+q0({^). (6.10)
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the asymptotics for large |{| of
V(=+i=t^) exp(&Bq({+i=t^)) and to prove that they are exponentially
decreasing provided (6.10) is satisfied.
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We have seen in Lemma 24 that the eigenvalues of Bq({^) are given by
+J ({^)=4 :
k # J
*k({^)&2 :
n
k=1
*k({^) (6.11)
so that
inf
J
+J ({^)=4 :
q
k=1
*k({^)&2 :
n
k=1
*k({^) (6.12)
because the infimum over multi-indices J with |J |=q of +J({^) in Eq. (6.11))
is obtained by taking a multi-index J=[1< } } } <q] in the basis where b({^)
is diagonal (the eigenvalues are arranged in increasing order).
Now, because of the expression (2.17) of V({), and because of Eq. (6.12),
we obtain
&V({+i=t^) exp(&Bq({+i=t^))&
C |{|n exp _2 |{| \ :
n
k=1
*k({^)& :
n
k=1
|*k({^)|&2 :
q
k=1
*k({^)+& .
Now it is clear from the preceding inequality that for q<q&({^) or
q>q&({^)+q0({^), V({+i=t^)) exp&(Bq({+i=t^) is decreasing exponentially
fast, so that the radial integral (6.9) is absolutely convergent.
(d) Convergence of the integral for the Green function of gb
Theorem 6. Let f and V be given by Eqs. (6.10) and (6.11) respectively
and Bq({) by
Bq({)=: B;q {; ,
B;q being determined by Eq. (5.19).
Let us also assume that for all {^ we have
q<q&({^) (6.13)
or
q>(q&({^)+q0({^)). (6.14)
Then the following integral is convergent provided |z|+|t|{0 and is the
Green function of gb on forms of type Bo, q,
G (q)b (z, t)=&
1 (n+p&1)
2(2?)n+p |Rp
V({+i=t^)
( f (z, t, {+i=t^))n+p&1
exp(&Bq({+i=t^)) d{
(6.15)
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Proof. Provided that (6.13) or (6.14) is realized, for each {^, the radial
integral given by Eq. (6.9) is absolutely convergent, and this is uniform in
{^ on the compact sphere S p&1. We obtain the statement as a consequence
of Lemma 25 and Theorem 5.
Remark. Here n is the complex dimension, so that the n of the general
formula (6.4) should be replaced by 2n.
6.3. The Solution of the  b -Complex
Theorem 7. We assume again that q and q+1 satisfy for all {^ one of the
inequalities (6.13) or (6.14), so that for all {^ one has
q+1<q&({^) or q>q&({^)+qo({^). (6.16)
Then a solution of the equation
 b _=\ (6.17)
for \ a form of type B0, q+1, _ a form of type B0, q, and  b\=0 is given by
_=&Ob b G (q+1)b \=&G
(q)
b Ob \. (6.18)
Proof. We note that, under the hypothesis (6.16), both G (q+1)b and G
(q)
b
have a meaning.
Now take the  b of Eq. (6.18): then
 b_=& b G (q)b Ob\=&G
(q+1)
b  bOb\
=&G(q+1)b ( b Ob+Ob  b)\=\.
The fact that ObG (q+1)b =G
(q)
b Ob is due to the fact that Ob b g
(q+1)
b =
g(q)b b Ob .
Corollary. The kernel K (q+1) of Ob b G (q+1)b is given by
(K (q+1)(z, t))J, L=
1 (n+p)
2(2?)n+p |Rp
V({+i=t^)
( f (z, t, {+i=t^))n+p
_ :
l, K
=KlJ(Zl f )(exp&B
(q+1))K, L (6.19)
where (exp&B(q+1))K, L denotes the matrix element of exp(&B(q+1)) with
indices K, L.
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Remark. For forms of type B(r, q), the kernel is given by the same
formula (up to a (&1)r in the definition of Ob), and this kernel is con-
sidered to act on a form \=i, j \I, J |I 7dz J by
K (q+1)\=(&1)r :
I
K (q+1) \:J \IJ dz
J+7 |I,
i.e., K (q+1) acts on each component of index I separately.
6.4. Non-solvability of gb
(a) Statement of the result
Theorem 8. Let us now assume that there exists a {^ such that
q&({^)qq&({^)+q0({^). (6.20)
Then the operator gb has no parametrix G(q) (even locally) such that for ?
in L2loc , G
(q)? is in S 2loc (second derivatives in the Z directions are square
integrable locally).
Remark. In other words, one of the conditions (6.13) and (6.14) is
satisfied, and then a fundamental solution is given by the convergent
integral (6.15), or neither of these two conditions is satisfied and there is
no parametrix at all, and in particular the integral (6.15) cannot be
convergent. This section will be devoted to the proof of Theorem 8.
(b) A result in functional analysis
For any domain U, we consider the space of functions S 2(U) which are
square integrable together with their derivatives with respect to the Zj and
Z j directions. We have a natural continuous mapping 8
8: u # S 2(U)  (gb u, u) # L2(U)_L2(U).
Let us now assume that we have an inverse Gb of gb which maps L2(U)
into S2(U). This implies that the mapping 8 is onto and it is easy to see
that the image of 8 is a closed subspace. By the Banach open mapping
theorem, we deduce that
&u&S 2C(&gb u&L 2+&u&L 2). (6.21)
As a consequence, to disprove the existence of a Green function for gb
one has to prove that the estimation (6.21) does not hold.
(c) Calculation of the Fourier transform of gb
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For any function f (z, t) we define its partial Fournier transform with
respect to t
f (z, {)=|
R p
e&i{tf (t) dt.
Then we note that the Fourier transform of Zi is
Z i=

zi
&: b({) ij z j , Z i=

z i
+: b({) ji zj .
Let us now fix { and diagonalize b({) using a unitary matrix U({)
U({)b(T )U({)&1=diag(*j ({)) (6.22)
and introduce new complex coordinates z$ by
z $j=: ujkz k , (6.23)
where the uij ({) are the elements of U({). These coordinates z$j depend on
{ a priori. It is easy to see that
Z i=:
k
u ki ({) \ z$k&*k({) z $k+#:k u ki ({) Z $k
Z i=:
k
uki ({) \ z $k+*k({) z$k+#:k uki ({) Z $k
so that the operator 2 becomes
2 =:
j
(Z jZ j+Z jZ j)=:
k
(Z $k Z $k+Z $kZ $k)
(6.24)
2 =:
k _2
2
z $k z$k
&2*k({) \z $k z $k&z$k

z$k+&2*k({)2 |z$k | 2& .
Lemma 26. Let us consider a fixed { and the coordinates z$k defined by
Eq. (6.23). Let Jo be the multi-index Jo=[1, ..., q] and let us consider a form
? of type B0, q, ?= ?I dz I, such that the partial Fourier transform ?^ of ?
can be written as
?^=?~ Jo dz $
Jo. (6.25)
Then
gb?@=L?~ J o dz $
Jo (6.26)
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where L is the operator
L= :
n
k=1
(Lk+2 |*k({)| ) (6.27)
Lk=2
2
z $k z$k
&2*k({) \z $k z $k&z$k

z$k+&2*k({)2 |z$k | 2. (6.28)
Proof. For a fixed {, the basis ek({) of eigenvectors of b({) is orthonormal
and the coordinates with respect to this basis are the z$k (depending of {).
Then, the basis of 4q(Cn)* defined by the dz $I diagonalizes B({) and B({)
has the eigenvalue +J ({) given by Lemma 24. When we compute gb?@ , we
have
(gb?@)=: (gb?@ )I dz I
and by Lemma 23
2(gb?@)I=2 ?^I&(B({) ?^)I .
If we assume that ?^ has the special form ?~ J o dz $
Jo as in Eq. (6.25) and
dz $J o is an eigenvector of B({) of eigenvalue +J ({), we see that gb?@ has the
form of Eq. (6.6) with
L?~ J o=2 ?~ J o&\4 :
q
k=1
*k({)&2 :
n
k=1
*k({)+ ?~ Jo .
But q&({)qq&({)+qo({), so that
:
q
k=1
*k({)= :
q&
k=1
*k({)
and, because of Eq. (6.24), we can rewrite the operator L as (6.27).
(d) The operator Lk on radial functions
If we apply Lk to functions of r$k=|z$k |, we have
Lk f=
1
2 _
2
rk$2
+
1
r$k

r$k
&4 |*k({)| 2 rk$k&
and the largest eigenvalue of Lk is &2|*k({)| with eigenvector
exp(&|*k({)| r$2k).
(e) Proof that the inequality (6.21) does not hold
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1st Case. Let us assume that there exists a {^o such that qo({^o)=0 and
q=q&({^o).
Let us consider a small neighborhood of {^o in the sphere S p&1, on which
qo({^)=0, and a function /({^) with compact support in this neighborhood
which is C. For each { let us define a form ?^ given by Eq. (6.25) with
?~ J o(z, {)=/({^) C( |{| ) \ `
n
k=1
e &|*k({)| |z$k |2+ . (6.29)
Then it is clear that ?^ is the partial Fourier transform of a form ? such
that
&?&2L 2=&?^&
2
L
2=&?~ Jo &
2
L 2=| d{
|/({^) C( |{| )| 2
>nk=1 |*k({)|
(6.30)
(recall that the basis of the dz $J is orthonormal).
Moreover, choose : so that {:{0 at {^o : then
" t: ?"
2
L2
=&{: ?^&2L 2=| d{
|/({^)| 2 |c({)| 2 |{: | 2
>nk=1 |*k({)|
(6.31)
and
" t: ?"L 2&?&S 2 .
Finally, formulas (6.27) and (6.29) show that gb?=0.
Now, it is clear that one can find a sequence Cn( |{| ) such that (6.30)
stays bounded when n   while (6.31) tends to infinity, contradicting the
estimations (6.21).
2nd Case. Let us assume that there exists a {^o with qo({^o)>0 and
q&({^o)qq&({^o)+qo({^o).
(1) We consider a {^o such that qo({^) stays constant in a
neighborhood of {^o . Let /({^) be a C function with compact support in
this neighborhood of {^o . Moreover, we consider a radial function .( |z| )
which is 1 for |z|1, and 0 for |z|2, and define
.R(z)=
1
R
. \ |z|R + .
It is easy to see that (denoting 2C the Laplacian of C)
&.R &L 2=&.&L 2
(6.32)
&2C .R &L 2=
1
R2
&2C.&L 2 .
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We consider a form ?, with a partial Fourier transform ?^ defined as in
Eq. (6.25) with ?~ J o given by
?~ Jo(z, t)=/({^) D( |{| ) \ `k  [q&({^ o), q&({^ o)+qo({^ o)] |*k({)| exp(&|*k({)| |z$k |
2)+
_ `
q &({^ o)+q o({^ o)
k=q o({^ o)
.R(z$k). (6.33)
Then by Lemma 26 we have
L?~ J o=/({^) D( |{| ) _ `k  [q &({^ o), q &({^ o)+q o({^ o)] |*k({)| exp(&|*k({)| |z$k |
2)&
_ :
k=q&({^ o)+q o({^ o)
k=q &({^ o)
\ `
l{k
.R(z$k)+ (2C .R(z$k)) gb?=(L?~ Jo) dz $J.
(6.34)
Then using the inequalities (6.32) we see that
&?&2L 2K | |/({^)| 2 |D( |{| )| 2 d{
(6,35)&gb&2L2
K
R4 | |/({^)|
2 |D( |{| )| 2 d{
" t: ?"
2
L 2
K | |/({^)| 2 |D( |{| )| 2 d{.
These inequalities disprove inequality (6.21) provided we choose a
sequence Dn( |{| ) which is bounded in L2 and such that &|{| Dn({)&2L 2 tends
to infinity and a sequence Rn  .
(2) The final case is the one where qo({^o){0, and in a neighborhood
of {^o we have qo({^)qo({^o) with a strict inequality in each neighborhood.
Call K the subset of the indices k=1, ..., n such that *k({^)#0 for all {^ in
a small neighborhood of {^o . Then we choose
?~ Jo(z, t)=/({^) D( |{| ) \ `k  K |*k({)| exp(&|*k({)| |z$k |
2)+_ `k # K .k(z$k)
and this disproves again the estimation (6.21).
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6.5. Examples
(a) The codimension 1 case. The codimension 1 case is the Heisenberg
group
Im w= :
n
k=1
ak |zk | 2 (ak>0)
and is well known. We recover easily that
0<q<n
for solvability of gb .
(b) An explicit example in higher codimension.
We consider n=4, p=2, and the two matrices in Eq. (6.8)
b1=\I0
0
&I+ b2=\
0
I
I
0+
where I is the 2_2 identity matrix.
Then
(b1)2=(b2)2=I4
b1b2=&b2b1=\ 0&I
I
0 + .
The matrix b({)={1b1+{2b2 is such that
b({)2n=|{| 2n I
b({)2n+1=|{| 2n b({)
where |{| 2={21+{
2
2 .
Now, 0({) is an 8_8 matrix given by
04 ({)=2%o \ 0&b({)
b({)
0 + ,
so that from Eqs. (6.10), (6.11)
0({)2n=(2 |{| )2n I8
0({)2n+1=(2 |{| )2n 0({)
cosh 0({)=(cosh 2 |{| ) I8
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sinh 0({)=
sinh 2 |{|
2 |{|
0({)
0({) coth 0({)=2 |{| coth 2 |{| I8
\ det 0({)det sinh 0({)+
12
=\ 2 |{|sinh 2 |{|+
4
.
The eigenvalues of b({) are *({)=\|{| (each counted twice), so that
q&=q+=2, qo=0. The solvability of gb is insured by our formulas for
q{2. The solvability of  b_=\ with _ a (0, q)-form is insured if q=0, 3, 4.
VII. ESTIMATIONS OF THE SOLUTIONS
To be complete, we state the estimations of the solutions of the operators
2. Essentially, these results are proved in [4, 5, 7, 11].
7.1. Definition of the Function Spaces
We consider an operator
2= 12 :
n
i=1
X 2i
with the notations as in Section 1.1 concerning xi , t: , and Xi . We also
define homogeneity with respect to dilations
$* : (x, t)  (*x, *2t)
so that Xi are homogeneous of degree &1 and 2 are of degree &2. The
Sobolev spaces Sr, k are defined as the space of Lr functions such that their
derivatives up to order k with respect to the vector fields Xi , i=1, ..., n, are
also Lr. We also define a norm
|(x, t)|=\\ :
n
i=1
x2i +
2
+ :
p
:=1
t2:+
14
. (7.1)
We know (see Section 1) that the Xi ’s are left-invariant vector fields for
the structure of a step 2 nilpotent Lie group on the space Rn_R p. We
define the space 1 ; as the set of functions h # L & C o such that
sup
(x, t), ( y, v)
|h(( y, v) . (x, t))&h( y, v)|
|(x, t)| ;
<+.
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The Green kernel G(x, t) with pole at (0, 0) is a homogeneous kernel of
degree &n&2p+2 (the Dirac function $(x) $(t) is homogeneous of degree
&n&2p). Finally, the Green operator G is the convolution by the kernel
G(x, t), namely
(Gh)(x, t)=| G((xo , to)&1 } (x, t)) h(xo , to) dxo dto . (7.2)
7.2. Estimation of the Green Kernel and Its First Derivatives
Theorem 9. Let h be a function with compact support.
(i) If h is in Lq, 1<q+, Gh is in Lq.
(ii) Moreover, for any j=1, ..., n, XjGh is also in Lq.
Proof. Let K be the compact support of h, UK a neighborhood of K. We
split
&Gh&qLq=|
UK
|Gh(x, t)|q dx dt+|
CUk
|Gh(x, t)|q dx dt. (7.3)
We estimate each of these integrals in Eq. (7.3)
(i) First of all we note that when (xo , to) stays in K and when |(x, t)|
is large enough, the denominator f in the definition of G(x, t) satisfies
f ((xo , to)&1 } (x, t)), {+i={^$)C|(x, t)| 2
so that for (x, t) large enough
G((xo , to)&1 } (x, t))
C
|(x, t)| n+2p&2
. (7.4)
So if we choose UK large enough
|
CUk
dx dt }|K G((xo , to)&1 } (x, t)) h(xo , to) dxo dto } q
|
+
R K \
rn+2p&1
r(n+2p&1)q
dr+}|K h(xo , to) dxo dto }
q
C &h&qL q
which estimates the first term in Eq. (7.3).
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(ii) Moreover, for (x, t) # UK , (xo , to) # UK , we have
|G((xo , to)&1 (x, t))|C |(xo , to)&1 } (x, t)| &(n+2p&2) (7.5)
so that
|
UK
dx dt {}|K h(xo , to)
|(xo , to)&1 (x, t)| &n(+2p&2)
K |(xo , to)&1 (x, t)|&(n+2p&2) dxo dto
dxo dto }
q
_|
K
|(xo , to)&1 (x, t)|&(n+2p&2) dxo dto | q=
 max
(x, t) # U K \|K |(xo , to)&1 (x, t)|&(n+2p&2) dx dt+
q&1
_|
UK
dx dt |
K
|h(xo , to)|&q |(xo , to)&1 (x, t)| &(n+2p&2) dxo dto
(by Jensen’s inequality).
But for a fixed (xo , to) in K, |(xo , to)&1(x, t)| &(n+2p&2) is L1 in
(x, t) # UK , and its L1 norm is bounded so that this is less than
CK &h&qLq .
(iii) Because the kernel Xj G((xo , to)&1(x, t)) satisfies the same
estimations as G except that the exponent n+2p&2 must be replaced by
n+2p&1, in Eqs. (7.4), (7.5) we can apply the same reasoning to the first
derivatives of Gh with respect to the vector fields Xj which are
homogeneous of degree &1.
7.3. Estimation of the Second Derivatives of Gh
First we compute the second derivatives for h in C1 with compact
support. We have
Xi Gh(x, t)=| (XiG)( y, v) h((x, t) } ( y, v)&1) dy dv
(7.6)
XjXi Gh(x, t)=| (XiG)( y, v) Xj[h((x, t) } ( y, v)&1)] dy dv
where in this last formula Xj acts in the (x, t) variables. Note now that the
group law is
(x, t) } ( y, v)=\x+y, v:+t:+: a:ijyi xj+
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so that
Xi h=

xi
+:
:, j
a:ijxj
h
t:
and
Xj[h((x, t)( y, v)&1)]=
h
xj
((x, t)( y, v)&1)
&:
:, i
a:ij yi
h
t:
((x, t)( y, v)&1)
+: a:jkxk
h
t:
((x, t)( y, v)&1)
=&Xj, ( y, v)[h((x, t)( y, v)&1)]
(where in this last derivation Xj acts on the variables ( y, v)) and from
Eq. (7.6)
Xj XiGh(x, t)=&| (Xi G)( y, v) Xj, ( y, v)[h((x, t)( y, v)&1)] dy dv. (7.7)
Now we introduce a differential form
|ij=(&1) j&1 (XiG)( y, v) h((x, t)( y, v)&1) dy1
7 } } } 7dy^j 7 } } } 7 dyn 7 4 dv:
+(&1)n :
:, k
(XiG)( y, t)(&1):&1 a:jk yk h((x, t)( y, v)
&1) 4 dyl
7dv1 7 } } } 7dv^: 7 } } } 7 dvp (7.8)
where as usual dyj@ means that we forget dyj . The differential d|ij (with
respect to the variables ( y, v)) is
d|ij=[(XiG)( y, t) Xj, ( y, v)[h((x, t)( y, v)&1)]
+(Xj Xi G)( y, t) h((x, t)( y, v)&1)] dy 7 dv (7.9)
so that by Stokes’ theorem and Eqs. (7.7) and (7.9)
Xj XiGh(x, t)= lim
=  0 | |( y, v)|== |ij& lim=  0 ||( y, v)|= XjXiG( y, t)
_h((x, t) } ( y, v)&1) dy dv. (7.10)
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Now, because of Eq. (7.8) and homogeneity properties of the Green ker-
nel, we have
lim
=  0 ||( y, v)|== |ij=cij h(x, t) (7.11)
where cij is a constant.
The second term in Eq. (7.10) is a singular integral in the sense of [7,
11] because XjXiG is a kernel homogeneous of degree 0 such that the
average on the spheres |( y, v)|== is 0.
It follows from Proposition 1.9 of [5].
Theorem 10. For h # Lq(1<q<+), XiXjGh is in Lq. Moreover,
h # 1 ; and has compact support, and XiXjGh is in 1 ; for 0<;<1.
7.4. Application to  b
A consequence of the preceeding estimations and the formula for solving
the  b complex is
Theorem. Let ? be a (r, s)-form on a manifold Mb as in Section 6.
(i) if ? has compact support and is Lq, 1<q+, and is such that
 b ?=0, the solution of the equation  b :=? given by Theorem 7 is also in
Lq.
(ii) Moreover, the first-order derivatives Xj : are in Lq when
1<q<+. If ? is in 1 ; with compact support, Xj? is also in 1 ;.
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